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Case Study 
 

Electric Overdoor Heater Cleaning 
 

The Importance of it  
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Preamble 
 

In this case study we look at the importance of keeping electric over door heaters 

clean both on the external face for general good aesthetics for any application but 

the inner sections where dust and dirt can build up causing poor performance and 

more importantly be a potential fire risk. 

 

Some High streets particularly in our Capital and major cities can cause a build of 

dust which needs very frequent clean outs and some new doorheaters have filters 

but many older models don’t and then we find dust and dirt on electrical 

terminals, motors and heater elements. 

 

Some benefits for having a clean doorheater 
 

 

1. Much safer operation of the doorheater so a reduced threat of fire risk or 

the setting off any fire/smoke alarms. 

2. Lack of burning smells emanating through the store. 

3. Better heating operation more efficient heat output so could run at lower 

heat setting 

4. Prolonged life of parts such as elements and motors 
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Believe it or not there are electric heater elements behind that dirt  

Example 1 – badly blocked elements 
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See how on this we have cleared away some of the dust to reveal the elements 

 
 

Example 2  
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Closer view to show the thickness of the dust in this a particularly bad example we came 
across on our first site visit 

 

Example 2  
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In some bad cases it can be peeled off but would still a good vacuuming  

 

Example 3  
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See the elements now clean and much safer  

 

Example 4  
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Another bad motor covered in dust and a different type of heater element we come 

across  

 

 
 

Example 5  
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See an example of a badly maintained motor – see the dust build up and the leaking oil 

from the motor – the dust builds up in the air vents on the motor and then the windings 

get hot – overheat and the bearings fail  

 

Example 6  
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See after an attempt to clean up was made but the motor is likely to fail in the near 
future due to the oil loss 

 

Example 7  
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See how also the fan scrolls can get dirty inside the impellers  
 

This can put the scroll out of balance and cause to come off its bearings 
 

Example 8  
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See this other bad example  

 

Example 9  
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Now clean and free of debris inside the scrolls 

 

Example 10 


